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SUMMARY

1•

"

"

A theoretical model describing the steady spread of fire in

cribs of wood in still air is shown to be in reasonable agr-eement

with the results of laboratory experiments, the majority of which

are by Fans and his colleagues. For a wide range of conditions the

rate of fire spread R is given by Rfi,. = 5-9 mg om-2 s-l where

R is in cmls and ft. is the bulk density of the fuel bed.
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FIRE ~PREAD IN WOODEN CRIBS

by

P. H. Thomas, D. L. Simms and H. G. H. Wraight,

1 - INTRODUCTION

This paper examines theoretically the problem ,of estimating how fast

experimental fires spread along cribs of wood in still air. The physical

aspects of the theory follow"the lines desci'ibed earlier by Fons(l) viz:every

piece of fuel ahead of the fire receives heat from the burning zone and it is

possible from a dynamic heat balance to relate rate of spread, geometrical and

physical properties of the bed of fuel and variation of heat transfer with

distance ahead of the fire front. The detailed formulation of the problem is,

however, different from that given by Fans. Some general discussion of fire

spread theory has also been pUblished by Hottel et al(2).

2 - THEORY OF FIRE SPREAD

(a) Heating of fuel to ignition

The simplest expression for the steady state rate of spread in a

continuous fuel bed can be derived on the following assumptions:-

(1) that heat losses ahead of the fire both from the base of the fuel

bed to the ground and from the top of the bed to its surroundings

can be neglected,

(2) that the material is inert and that its thermal properties do not

vary prior to ignition; this has been shown to be adequate for the

correlation of experimental data on ignition,(3).

It follows from the existence of a stea~ state rate of burning that the

ignition temperature,for any one fuel and one arrangement of crib, may be

assumed to be constant. The rate of heat transfer to the fuel is then the rate

at which it is brOUght to the ignition temperature mUltiplied by its thermal

capacity of unit mass, i.e.

where R is the rate of fire spread

It is the bulk density of the fuel bed

c is the specific heat of the fuel

eo is the temperature rise above ambient to ignition

.. ...... (1)

and i o is the heat transfer rate per unit cross section of the fuel bed,

perpendicular to the direction of fire spread.
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If there is no heat transfer from the flames above the fuel bed and

no convective transfer from within the burning zone, i o is the radiation

intensity from the burning zone.

Cooling losses from the fuel bed cannot necessarily be neglected, but

by discussing the heat transfer through the fuel bed to a particular

piece of fuel and considering its dynamic heat balance, an allowance can

be made for them and this enables comparisons to be made between

experimental results and theoretical predictions.

(b) Formulation of heat balance equations

Consider a long wide bed of fuel in which the burning zone is

progressing in one direction at constant speed, see Fig.l, the fuel

consisting of pieces haVing only one characteristic dimension, e.g. laminas

of thickness 2a" square section sticks of side 2a, and cylinders or spheres

of radius a. The intensity of heating around a piece of fuel whether by
\.

radiation or convection varies over the surface and differs for different

positions of the fuel element with respect to the burning zone •. If, for

example, reflection and re-radiation are neglected, only the side nearer

the fire receives radiation; for simplicity in what follows, no heat is

assumed to flow parallel to a surface and each piece of fuel is assumed to

be heated uniformly by a mean intensity chosen so that the total amount of

heat received is the same as that actually received non-uniformly.

The mean rate of heating per unit surface area of fuel element can be

described by
~ =L fn (O<nX) (2)9- In ..........

f
D'I

where is an attenuation function yet to be specified

X is the distance ahead of the ~tion front, this latter term

being used to denote t!le'po'SitiOn where the fuel reaches its

ignition temperature

is an attenuation coefficient

is a characteristic heat transfer rate, which is taken as

the mean level around the whole of a fuel element which is

just about to ignite.

From this definition it follows that

..~..

•

,

•

• .
s. ~· ,

1 e •• • .... ... (3)

real

~ postulating that there are
~

function ~, may be regarded

several components of heating, the

as the sum of several relatively simple
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components. Thus there might be one function for radiation from the burning

solid, one for radiation from the 'flames and another for convection.

During the spread of fire anyone piece of fuel is heated from the ambient

temperature up to the ignition temperature, (see p .1). Heat is' lost at a rate

H Qs per unit area where Qs is the instantaneous temperature rise and H

is assumed constant for any stick size or crib design. The temperature rise

of the surface of a pieoe of fuel may not reach Qo until the flame front has

actually passed. The distance between the ignition front, where the

temperature rise is Qo, and the flame front, where flames envelope the fuel,

may be shown to be very small unless there is significant convective heating

by flames.

Dimensional analysis and the linear relation between temperature rise and

heat transfer show that the temperature of the surface at time >- will be

described by an equation of the form

••••. ••• (4)

The functions Fn depend on the variation of the heating rate with time.

In terms of a fixed distance co-ordinate .\;" the variation of each component

of heating with time is given by equation (2) with _,,~ replaced by J.t:'- - R),

where R is the rate of spread, i.e.

•
where h = H/K and k

~
•

,'" r ...~
I ,j. f.·''/n ..'.~/ R'" ',.1. ',',= n <1'.' n ., \..., ... .-.. ..~ '" 7

.. .... '~'
• •• • •. •• (5)

Thus, fora steadily moving system, in which,~ cannot appear explicit~

.
,..
-;

•• •• • • .• (6)

where F* is another'unspecified function.

If the fuel is very thin, it warms up at an effectively uniform temperature

throughout and the thermal conductivity may be regarded as infinite so that

equation (6) must be of such a form'that K does not appear in F*, i.e. when

ha -i' 0

,,- ,

= \
L. (

' H \
'r .... i

'1;' (.".. !J) ,... ~, R .,.;
~. :i'~ r -n ,)

•••.••.. (7i)

where P is a function as yet unspecified.

- 3 -



When'the fuel element is thick enough for the inside to be effeotive~

unheated when ignition takes place, equation (6) cannot involve a, Le..

when ha:~~ •

........ (71.i)

where ~ is a function as yet unspecified.

The next steps are to gbtain, expressions for the function F* and
f'\

the particular forms P and ~ for any function f and later to

mral\.\a:te these for two speoial forms evaluated for f ..
(c) Evaluation of ignition equations

The surface temperature at time t due to an element of heat

~.. C~) d,)\ striking unit area of surface at time t can be obtained by

the methods described by Carslaw and Jaegar(4).

.

:

-.

It

.
r

I
•

..

5e =
2

Dca 2 2
(he ) + (~,a) + ~(ha:)

•••• " (8)"

where i"'. =1, (0 and -1 for a lamina, cylinder and sphere respectively.

For a lamina

for a cylinder

= ha 0.011 ••·.0.

-
1.'-

........ (10)

I
where J' and J l are Bessel functions of the first kind of zero ando .
first order respectively, ',I 'C":', 1,1', "

while for &. sphere ( ¥", a) Cot (~N a) = 1 ~ ha (11)

Equation (5) is inserted into equation (8), which is then integrated

over 0 < ),,<; ]c/R. During this time Q rises from Q_r to Q the
'.. 0

temperature at the ignition front.

On putting ),t'/R equal to t and allowing this to tend to infinity,

1"eo making the origin of the distanoe soale an infinite distance to the

\



left in Fig. (1), equation (8) reduces to

Hg
o =

In H

f! caR
r

..;~;~

lE
_k'l3 It "

i'14' a)2Ji_ R fn(.(.">(n rt> dJt
(ha)2 + ('6.:,a)2 + ~.(ha)

••••• 00 (12)

When ha:,~},,,S. thick fuels, the important part of the series consists of

the higher terms . n =='"' 00 so that the series can be replaced by an

integrai (see A~pendix) and equation (12) tends for all three values of t~ to

J
/~'
. -.....

-\'.

H
e ca R ?l
~f

+

';.......

Hgo = 2,> In ....,:;.---::-=,,-

''-f1-,

When ha--)\ O.thin fuels, only the first root of equations (9), (10) or-(11) is required, the others giving terms which tend to zero. Equation (12)

reduces to

••• . • •• (14)

a.-

t ...;MkhW

-""::=-"--a- J-~ R a

,fa
the lamina, cylinder and sphere respectively, all

be the same if Mia is replaced by the ratio of surface

It is therefore sometimes convenient to use the

hV/s instead of 00.

'1-
HMHg

,
I= •

" R0 " n {;; c
-.~ .,.

where M = 1, 2 and 3 for

of which are seen to

to volume, i.e. S/V.
dimensionless group

•

.,
•

-,

(d) The attenuation functions

Fons(5) has pointed out that in still air the front of the burning zone

remains vertical as it moves forward and he argues that this implies that

radiation from the flames is negligible, since otherwise it would preferentially

heat the upper part of the fuel bed, both ahead of the flame and in the crib

itself. In conditions of no wind, cool air moves towards the burning zone so

there is no su~tained convection heating outside the flames. If some

combustion products were deflected forward a little way, this too would tend

to heat preferentially ,the upper part of the fuel bed.

If go

enveloped in

is defined as the temperature rise of the fuel just as it becomes

flames, convection transfer from the flames would have been

excluded by definition though. this would be at the expense of leaving the

- 5 -



value of eo uncertain. Alternatively, if Go is defined as the ignition

temperature rise and convection is assumed constant within·the flame, the

component of convective heating would introduce

Fe (CO<c X ) 1 when 0 ~ X .~
1

- ~

and r (o('c)l: ) = 0 when~<.x: ......· .. 0 (15)yc ,"

the suffix c denoting convection. l~c would ·be the distance between the

plane at which the fuel ignites, (the ignition front) and the flame front

itself, see Fig.(l). This distance is provisionally assumed negligible

compared with the characteristic length for radiation transfer, and the

present application of the theory to the experimental data is based on the

assumption that convection is negligible and that the fuel surface temperature

at the flame front is the· ignition temperature. In extensions of this theory

to other conditions, e s g, to inolude the effects of wind"allowance will have

to be made for convection terms.

A discussion of the radiation transfer from the burning zone to the

fuel ahead of the fire requires an assumption about the form of the crib and

as a first approximation the fuel bed is idealised as an infinite· lattice,

the pieces of which are proportional to fa I in size, separated from each

other· by distanoes which, for simplicity, are assumed equal. A single

dimension 'a' and a spacing ratio then describes the fuel bed. Two cases

will be considered:~

(1) The radiation is propagated as a "single ray" in the direction

of spread.

(2) All parts of one half of the lattice, which is assumed to be

the burning zone, produCe radiation which is propagated into

the other half at all angles. This will be referred to as

Itmultiple rayll..,

(e) Single ray attenuation

Let N denote the number of pieoes of fuel per unit volume and A

their oross-sectional area effective in attenuating radiation (extinction

cr-o sa-saectd.on}, The value of A will. depend on the assumed orientation

of the fuel elements and is discussed below.

If i is the local intensity of radiation across a unit area in a

vertical plane perpendicular to the direction of spread and i the. 0

intensity emitted by the fuel zone the attenuation of the radiation is

.- 6 -
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given approximately by

• • • • • .. (16)

i.e. i
. ." -N A)f= ~o"-;"

It follows that

\.

=Jl
-N AX

• • • • •• (16i)

This elementary formulation is strictly valid only if N A S)c can be small
r- J- 2 l 'while I"~.:;c.;...~-" A, 1. e. N"3A must be small. Also N'3'( , the number of ~'}.".,:\

"mean free paths" considered, must be large. These requirements-are not met

in the experimental cribs but it will be seen below from measurements of

attenuation that this treatment of attenuation will serve for the purpose of

this paper. Indeed for fine forest fuels the errors will be less than with

small cribs of timber fuel. Inserting equations (16i) and (16ii) into

equation (12) gives

..
"-

~

.. .-..

so that we take

0( = N A • • • •• (16ii)

~

\
= 2I(ha) /

~....
~-= I

2 I (v)2 I/d. R a2"\1 -1
( 2Cra) l IJ a + \ k 1J

(ha)2 + (~a)2 + l~. (ha]
••••••• (17)

If ~V ) 0 and ~~V remains finite it follows. from equation (14) that

. :

J~ ,
If <te{RV =

HS
...&- - 1.
H Qo

• •••••• (18)

the suffix s denoting the "single ray" model.

For hV __:,>Qt!,I, (thick fuel)
S

·.. ,. ....

·In the theoretical discussion that follows we shall write down equations as if

radiation were the only significant form of heating. This is to avoid

unnecessary complication. If radiation is only one component and not the whole

of the heat transfer then Qo is correspondingly only a component and not the

whole of the ignition temperature rise. This follows from the linearity of

equation (2).

- 7 -



For intermediate values of ~V the solution must be evaluated

numerioally from equation (17). The calculations show that there is only

a slight difference between cylinders and spheres and the results are shown

combined in Fig. (2). These calculations give theoretical values of R for

given values of H Go, hV, the thermal properties and t:X.. •
Is S

Because Is in equations (18) and (19) represents the mean intensity

around the fuel element it follows that

= (201)

whi.ch gives for a lamina perpendicular to the direction of spread.

•

=

for a cylinder perpendicular to the direction of spread

•••••• (zou)

••.,. (20iii)

.•

where the suffix

equation (16ii).

becomes

and for a sphere or a sqUare sectioned stick perpendicular to the direction

of spread

•••••• (20iv)

(f) MUltiple ray attenuation

In text books on radiation transfer and in the Appendix it is shown

that if the burning zone and the zone ahead of the fire front can be

considered ideally as semi-infinite regions consisting of eqUally or

randomly spaced spheres, the attenuation function is given by
aD 00

,.f mt-J...., = l~ dr- J.J"-r u
2 +".2Y~ du\;"".",, _ 'r • • .. • •• (zu)

\i+'lf 2

III <-:JC

m refers to the multiple ray model.:=:( is defined by

Rearranging the order of integration, equation (21i)

..

. .. . .• (zus )

For a comparison between theoretical and measured values we also require

the variation of the radiation in a vertical plane

_. 8 -



........... (22i)

the additional suffix' v denoting the vertical componente 'f has beenm,v
normalised to unity at x = O. It may rea.dily be shown that '

-- -oV<
......... (22ii)

t

These theoretical expressions for f and f in equations (zus.) and, m J m,v
(22ii) respectively, are shown in Fig..3, tog~ther with the exponential form for

equation (16i).

The tota:l radiation received can never exceed half what would be received

inside the burning zone, so that the maximum value of the average over all the

surface of a fuel element is given by

(23)

r
Equation (12) must now be evaluated with t given by equa.tion (zu) ..

It is shown in the Appendix that

..... ...... (24)1 -:i. .9-':"'--log (1+,J)
q q2 e ""

r
~ (c:{¢) d ¢ =
I mf-#

with q = k K 2. Rqua tion (24) may be used to, evaluate equation (12), which for

spherical fuel elements and one component I becomes.'
;

. ,.'

~
2

R a 2o( k~
1 - ,2 loge 1 + 2... kg,. ..... Rac:<J

p 2 + (ha) 2 - lui
......... (25)

where s. Cot j..1~ = 1 - ha

Instea.d of computing the series the following method was used to evaluate

equation (25) ..

IT Ym is HIeo a s given by equation (25)

'i, is' Hreo ( )! as given by equation 17 for a sphere

, «-R a 2
and B =- , k

- 9-



Lt may readily be shown that

dym if ~.§B- + =dB I s !l m

~~"'O'!l
J

ts Cd,)f t db
Hence ' . B= ~

r: m f b2
f'~

where b is a d~ variable for B

• . • . • •. (26)

00 ..... 0 (27)

,.1/B
1:1;I~ 4

sor ] m = B n I (b) d (ljb) (28)
J

.. 'I",)

Equation (28) has been computed by graphical integration of the

results in Fig.2 and the results are shown in Fig.4. It is shown in' the

Appendix that when ~-~O equation (25) becomes
S

--

...
•

= 1 loge (1 + g)
g

where g = r., S

f~ C V~.~.R

and when hV -,,~,~~ equation (25) becomesS ./;a.

1 _ H 90

l m
= 2 r" 1 - :. log (1 + j )1)?
j. j e J 00 ...... (30i) \.

..
where (30ii)

Equations (29i) and (30i) give the ag,ymptotes which appear in Fig.(4).

(g) Comparison between the two models of attenuation

For the si.ngle ray model for spherical fuel elements equation (20iv)

and equation (18) for hSV <:<: 1 and H 90 <<: 1 give
Is

......... " (31)

- 10 -



For the multiple ray model, for hi« 1 and Hr:o .<" 1, equations (23)

and (29) give

2 f} co( RV

HS
.-
-~

and it is seen that the two models give the same relation between i o and at
hYfor S<~ 1-

When H eo __ 1 and hSV »:» 1 t· (19) d (20' ) r th . n Ie',_:~ ~I/ equa 10ns an 1V or e Sl g
Is ...

ray model give

and for the multiple ray model, equations (23) and (30) give

3 rd~ Im
2 J~k = Heo =

f 'the of hY and H Goor 18 range
S Is

....... (34)

The two models differ both in terms of' 1m and i o• For a given value of i o

there is 80 per cent difference in the two values of cI... • for a given 0{,
~ ,
.,~ -1" •

i ooa 33 per 'cent difference in

.:- (h) Expressions for .'d,.

•

.-

Consider first the single ray model and those pieces of fuel perpendicular

to the direction of spread q For a crib of long square sticks or long cylinders

of length L-

A = 2 a L •••••• "0 (35)

The corresponding value of N is l/tl.l..r a2 y, where r is the ratio of

horizontal spacing between centres to stick size, i.e"

1
2 ~ a

p
Inserting the apparent or bulk density. j b

for square sticks gives

P
,1 b

~ '= 2 a If

- 11 -
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For cylinders having their axes perpendicular to the direction of spread

........ (38)
a

and for spheres

3 Pb
d:= 41f a •. ..... ... (39)

For the multiple ray theory the value of A should strictly be taken

as the random projected area, ioe. the mean value of the projected area

viewed from all angles. For a sphere this is obviously ~~ "a2 both for a

random fuel bed or an orientated one. For a fuel bed of cylinders or square

section sticks it may also be shown to"be one quarter of the surface area.

That is, fb fJ is 0 ..50 for a square section stick and a cylinder, but

o. 75 for a sphere. For all these and a lamina

:=
I
4

....... (40)

Equations (40) and (6) applied to one component of i o lead to

R f\ C
H

......... (41)

In the notation used by Curry and Fans (6) (,-l'":= S/V and >\ is the

volume of voids per unit surface area so that -.,
•

o(

These results are summarised' in Table 10

Table I

Theoretical values of

Shape Single ray Multip1e ray
theory theory

Squar-e section 0 ..50 0.50

Cylinder
2

0 .. 64 0.50?(" -

I Sphere 0 .. 75 0..75

- 12 -



Equations (23), (29i) and (40) give

1 _ _2-:H;--e..::,o
i o = 1 10g (1 + g)

g e
•••••• (42i )

where g = ••••• (42i i )

as the theoretical equation for

As g ? 0 this reduces to

•

= 1 - 2.83 .~
J.o

•••• (42i i i )

In principle, experimental measurements of the radiation received at

various distances from a radiator inside a crib could be compared with the

theoretical attenuation functions using the appropriate values of 0( from

Table 1. However, in view of the limited accuracy required, a rather different

comparison can be made and three possible ways are discussed below:-'

(1) For small values of H eo and hence small values
I

important property of the attenuation function, is'

h2
k theof C[R

the integral

••••••• (44)

••••••. (43)

1
= ~If. (01.0)

o

A value' of 0<. can therefore be obtained experimentallY from half

the reciprocal of the area under a curve of measured total attenuation.

[f. (01. 0) d ¢

and by analogy with the exponential function which appears 'in the

single ray model the reciprocal of this integral serves to define 0(
In the Appendix it is shown that for the multiple ray theo~

:

•
•

(2) The radiation falling on a vertical surface, for example, a photo

cell is given by equation (22ii). If this is integrated over the

whole range of x we obtain 2/3~. , i.e. the radiation on a

vertical surface is attenuated less rapidly than is ,the total

radiation when both are normalised to unit value at the radiator.

Thus an alternative estimate of t,;( would be ~ of the reciprocal of

the area under the experimental f m,v curve.

- 13-



(3) By analogy with the exponential function, one could obtain an

attenuation coefficient from the slope at )c ~ 0, but it can be

shown from equation (2lii)

On the other hand from equation (22ii)

• • • ••• (45i)

= - • • • •• (45ii)

The theoretical framework relating R to the properties of the fuel

bed is' now in principle complete. It still remains to assign values to the

various properties.

(1), Experimental determination of radiation attenuation

Radiant heat and light are both propagated according to the same

geometric' laws so that it is possible to use an optical analogue (7) to

determine the attenuation of thermal radiation through a crib. Short

lengths of cribs similar in cross-section to those used in experiments by

Fons(8) and at the Joint Fire Research organization(9) were constructed.

Since unplaned wood has a high absorptivity(lO) for the infra-re,d

radiation from flames and may have a low one for the radiation from the'

tungsten filament lamps used as a light source, the wood sticks were

painted black to minimise reflection of light. The radiation intensity

was measured by the output from a photo-electric cell.

The variation in the intensity of radiation received over any given

vertical plane in the crib parallel to the light source was small; This

is in itself consistent with the result obtained by Fons with cribs of

cross-sectional area at least as large ~s the ones used in these

experiments, where the rate of spread is almost independent of the crib

height and width.

OnJy a few measurements of attenuation were made, and they refer to:-

(a) the total radiation received on the vertical and horizontal

faces of the sticks, Fig.5ay

(b) the radiation received on the vertical face only, Fig.5b.

Measurements could only be obtained in the "tail" of the

distribution function but they show that its form is curved and more like

f than {v' see Fig. (3).
I' m Il

- 14-
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To obtain a

were perf'ormed.

O<a"}
best value f'or ' fbi
In the "missing" pa.rt of'

the integrations ref'erred to

the curve a straight line was

above

assumed, i.e. an exponential f'orm, and this has the ef'f'ect of' overestimating

the area and hence underestimating the value of'~. The results calculated

r,this way are shown in Table 2. The results for the three values of' give« a,c~
similar values for ~~ to those predicted theoretically.

Table 2
D.I -1Experimental values of attenuation "",:;-ocm

Stick thi.ckness = 1.3 cm, (i.e. a = 0.65 cm)

• ,
Multiple ray

I~; Single(L. ray
Vertical7b Total radiation

component i

cm-1 s;Il em-I c< a.$z cm-l o(afr

jb r'b tt
4 0.49 1.25 0.33 0.83 0.30 0.75

5 0.39 1.23 0.26 0.81 0.23 0.73

6 0.33 1.25 0.22 0.83 0.19 0.74

Mean 1.25 0.83 0.74values

• •

~I <:4. a: t}The above values of' [.7" and ,1; should strictly be reduced by the

factor ~ - f';bj~t) ), which has the values 0.88, 0.90 and 0.92 to allow f'or

the obscuration of' the radiation by the cross section of' the sticks of wood

parallel to' the direction of f'ire spread. The mean ratios in Table 2 then

become 1.10,0.75 and 0.67 respeotively•

The multiple ray theory gives better agreement with the theoretical result

of 0.50 but the discrepancy between even this and the experimental value of'

0.67 is about 30 per cent. The error arises f'rom the very considerable

difference between the actual crib construction and that assumed in the

fact that the value of'

'8)1"
~he~~ical model. However, in spite of' this, the

.Yo c: is virtually constant for a variation of 50 'per cent in
l,'"b

(even though the theory assumes tha:t the spacing is equal in the vertical and

horizontal directions), means that the agreement is suf'ficiently good f'or the

purpose of this paper. The model may well be in greater error for these

experimental cribs than for a more randomly arranged natural f'uel bed.
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3 - ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON FIRE SPREAD

cribs reported by Fona

and

Most of the large

his colleagues(B)

number of experiments with

are for white" fir but some results for "'
magnolia, basswood, sugar maple and longleaf pine are also given. Values

of the steady rate of spread, R, were obtained for different densities

of the same wood in cribs of sticks mostly 1.3 cm thick, spaced apart at

a horizontal distance which was 4 cm in the great majority of the experi

ments. Different widths and heights of crib were" employed, but except

for two tests with shallow cribs neither the width nor the height

noticeably affects the rate of spread. This is in accordance with the

preceding theory which relates R to the mass of fuel per unit volume.

The cribs had moisture contents M ranging from 2.5 to 17 per cent by

weight, and the preceding theory can take into account certain of its

effects. The effective specific heat of the wet wood CM

can be evaluated from the heat required to raise wet wood to the ignition

temperature, the heat of wetting(ll) and the latent heat.

The temperature at which the water vapour leaves the fuel bed cannot

be predicted and has been assumed to occur at 100oC.

Thus •••• ••• (46)

where .~ H is the difference in enthalpy between vapour at lOOoC and

liquid at 20oC.

Co = 0.34(12)

b W is the heat of wetting equal to 16 cal/g(13) and

go ~::. 3OO 0 C(14)

The variation of thermal conductivity with moisture content has been

calculated by Maclean(15) and the density of the wet wood calculated from

the method of mixtures.

Equation (41) states that the variables concerned can be combined

into three groups only. Although these are given as

R fb CM H go hV
- and
H i o S

any three independent combinations of these may be used. H appears in all

three variables above and it is not possible to, obtain more t~af 0g~

variable which is independent of both H and ~o. This is ~S

- 16 -
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hV H ~o
and this variable is plotted against --S for various values of --'--, as

J.o
calculated from singfe ray theory in Fig,6a (multiple ray in Fig.6b) with a

similar plot of R ":rb CM against ,,~V in Fig.7a (multiple ray in Fig. 71».
A comparison between experiment and theory for various values of ~ then

0'
permits an estimate to be made of i o for any valUe of H provided H is

assumed constant.

H for an isolated stick varies slightly with stick size, the convective

component varies as r/~ -t and the radiation componerrt ; if present; is

constant. The heat transfer from sticks directly above each other would depend

weakly on the height of the crib and would be slightly less for the upper

sticks. The same would also be true if the fuel bed were packed sufficiently

tightly so that the bulk of the air as well as the boundary layer became heated.

Such a variation of H with height would lead to the burning zone being

~inclined to the vertical and since this is not observed no allowance has'been,
made for it .. The bulk of Fonsdata are for I.) em sticks and a reduction to

0.7 em or an increase to .3.2 em leads to change either way by a factor of about

20 per cent for a purely convective loss.

The gradient of temperature along the crib is steep so that some radiation'

transfer will take place from hotter to cooler sticks. In view of these

considerations, it is doubtful if any departure from a constant H need be

considered in the analysis of experimental data.

No values of i o are reported by Fons and the data have accordingly been
HQ

analysed on the assumption that both H and .~ are constant. Values of
R f C' J.o

b M and hV were calculated from Fons I data assuming a value for H of·s
8 x HlO-4 cal cm-2 s-l deg C-l, and are plotted in Fig.8a. The two tests

referred to above where the blirning rate was markedly lower than in similar

tests with deeper cribs were excluded. The best curves derived from the

single ray theory', Fig.2,. and the multiple ray theory, Fig.4; are also shown
I .

in Fig.8a. The results are ,also plotted in Fig.8b using the alternative form'

of variables R ~ CMV and ~V and are again compared with the theoretical

curves'.

The problem of evaluating H and its variation within fuel beds will be
,.

discussed in greater detail in a separate report, but Fig.9 shows how the

estimate of i o is affected by the choice of H.

A convenient measure of the position of the central cluster of

experimental points in Fig.8a was taken as R ~b CM ,rv 6.7 and ~V rJ 0.8

for the single ray curve, and, whatever value was assumed for H the curve

having the best value of HI~o would have to be fitted close to' this point.

Consequently the above numerical values can be altered for any arbitrary,

- 17 -



change in H and the appropriate value of i o obtained from Fig.7a·. A

similar procedure was adopted for the multiple ray curves. A change in

H would, however, alter the shape of the curve passing throilgh the main

cluster of experimental data, but this would not be very apparent for the

range of H shown in Fig.9. The ·estimate· of i o varies approximate~ as

the square root of the value of H,which itself is unlikely to be outside

the range 4 to 10 cal cm~2 s-l deg C-l • The uncertainties regarding H

and the choice of theory make the estimate of i o rather imprecise but.

1 to 2 cal cmr2 s-1 is in the range to be expected for this mode of heat

transfer.

4 - DISCUSSION

(1) For the value assumed for H, the comparison between single ray theory

and experiment gives the best value for H~:o as' 0.12, Go is taken a'S

the minimum temperature for ignition in the presence of a small flame (It) ,
Le. 3QOoC', and independent of species, so that the best value of i o is

estimated to be about 2.0 cal cm-2 s-l.. Taking a value for H of say

4 x 10-4 cal cm-2 s-l deg C-l would reduce the estimate of i o to about

1.4 cal cm~·l s-l for these data. These values are in the range expected,

giving black body temperatures for the burning zone of about 8OCoC.

(2) The correlation is satisfactory not o~ because the estimated

numerical value of i o. (2.0 cal cm-2 s-l) is a reasonable cne but also

because the experimental data lie about the theoretical relation in a

region where the cribs can 'be regarded as' neither thin' nor thick in' the

thermal sense'.

•

•

,.

.'

(3) A comparison between the data shown in Figs 8a and 8b and the two

forms of the theory suggests that that based on single· ray attenuation,

which shows less curvature than that based on multiple ray, is the more

satisfactory description of the experimental relation between the

theoretically derived variables.

(4) Any tendency for H to decrease as the stick size increased would

reduce the ho~zcntal scale for the experimental data. If anything this

would improve the agreement, and could even make the mUltiple ray theory

better than the single ray theory, in which case the best value of i o

is somewhat lower, for HI=o is 0.35 which gives i o as about

1.4 cal cm-2 a-I.

•
•

· .

0.12 and a mean value for

asymptotic limit for

gives a lower limit of

R Pr·, ~."

about

(5) Frcm equations
HG

(18) and (40) the best theoretical line wi th ~ =
~o

CM of 0.6 cal g-l deg C-l gives a lower

of 6 mg cm2 s-l. Multiple ray theory

4 mg cm-2 s-l.

- 18 -
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A statistical examination of the results for white fir shows tihat the

upward trend with ~V is real and that there is little or no etrect of

moistUre other than that accounted for in the term CM.

5 - OTHER RESULTS FOR CRIBS AND FOREST FUELS

The following additional results are also plotted in Figs 8a and 8b:

(L) Fons' results for four other species

(ii) J.F.R.O. results for spread in long cribs of 0.7,1.3 and 2.5 cm

thick sticks.

(iii) J.F.R.O.' results for radial spread in cribs of 2.5 and 1.3 em thick

sticks' with a spacing faotor up to 8:1 and heights up to 120 cm•

These results which cover a relatively wide range of crib designs are more

scattered but straddle the theoretical line. There is clearly some difference

between the different speoies used by Fons which has not been accounted for in

the present calculations but clearly the results show that in broad terms the

theor,y gives variables which correlate a large part of the data and gives

quantitative estimates of the righ~ order. Experimental values of i o are

being obtained to provide a more detailed comparison between theor,y and

exper-Imerrt s.

curr,y(6) and Fons have given some results for radial spread in still air

through sticks of various sizes and several species of pine needles in a

randomised bed. Values of t var,y from 0.01 to 0.16 cm (6<e!" < 100 cm-l).

Except for wood wool shavings, which was the thinnest fuel used, the r-e su'Lts,

which will bed.iscussed in more detail elsewhere, give values for R fb. CM Elo
of order 0.8 to 1.7 cal cm-2 s-l. This heating rate is consistent also with

the main mechanism of heat transfer being the radiation from the fuel bed but

the rate of spread varies with ',\' the volume of voids per unit surface area,

an effect in addition to its effect on bulk density, so that other factors are

clearly involved.

For specific surtaceafioom 6·1;.,,65em""~ and values of '~' ranging from 0.13

to 0.90 cm the results for a moisture content of about 9 per cent can be

expressed as R fb equal to 7 mg cm-2 s-1 ~ 30 per cent. At a value of I A'
corresponding to the cribs described here these data give R t.:"'>.? 5 mg cm-2s..,.1.

,
This' is in satisfactor,y agreement with the lower limit for thin sticks obtained

from the crib data described in this report.

6 - CONCLUSIONS
(1) A theoretical model based on radiation transfer from the burning fuel

though the fuel bed correlates a large number of results satisfactorily.

(2) The value of the radiation emitted from the burning zone may be estimated

from the theor,y and this value is a realistic one.

- 19 ..,.



(3) The mass burning rate,RPh' of the criM in still air lies in the

range 5 to 9 mg cm-2 5-1 and tends to approximately the same lower limit

as that for beds of thin sticks and pine needles.

(4) The crib used by Fons and the Joint Fire Research Organization are

too thick to represent thin fuels and too thin to represent very thick

fuels.
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APPENDIX

1. Radiation from cloud of particles.

By regarding a fuel bed as a cloud of absorbing particles the integral

expressions for radiation transfer tbrOugh absorbing gases' or clouds of coal

particles as given' by Nusselt m~ be employed to calculate' the attenuation.

Results are derived in this Appendix in terms of this idealisation of a

fuel bed as an infinite medium of randomly spaced particles. .

Let Q

N

A

be the total radiation emitted by one particle

be the number of particles per unit volume

be the mean extinction cross-section' of a particle to a .:

narrow angle ray from any direction,, , ,
}C ~ ~ be the co.,ordinates of a small volume of radia'tors

and ze '1 Z be the co-ordinates of the receiver

In volume c1,c'cL(Jz' there are N J.x'~'clz' radiators and if the elementary

volume is small enough there are sufficiently few ,radiators to'neglect the

obscuration of one Qy the others.

The total radiation passing from these ii' NQ Joc.'Lt"Jz' arid the radiation

received by a particle at )C,. t ,Z.

r

is

1

ANQJ,e',l.(L -NA [(Jc_):,)2 + ('I -,/'/ + (z _z,)2] '2

411" D)C.:.x,)2 + (~_n2 + (jZ-Z')~
.,
t. , .

If radiating particles' are supposed to be confined to the region

•
•

(1.1)

. i

+ (;z _z,)2] 2

(Z_z')2

and particles outside this 'region' are receivers only (i.e. ~eradiation is'

neglected) it follows that the total radiation received by a single particle is

00.,' H' d '

Q" = ~fr1,C:}Z~ (J,c,J).-NA[VC_.J<,)2 + ('1-'1"/

47T, ) ~ (Je,;,x12 + ('1 _'n2 +
-00", 0, _CD

Clearly the maximum possible value for Q~ would be obtained with a radiating

region extending to infinity in all directions. The radiatin'g particles are

assumed to be in thermal equilibrium so that each particle receives Q and emits

Q. Close to the edge of a large radiator a body receives half the heat it would

receive a~ from the edge but this in turn is half what it would receive in a

uniform field. Thus when Z is zero and the radiating region is semi-infinite'
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the value of Q tends to a maximum of Q/4. On the mid-plane the value

of Q"~ is given by the same integral as above but with limits of

± H/2 for Z 0

We normalise the radiation to unit value at X == @ so that at any

other position on a level with the centre at the radiating zone (~ =H/2)

the mean intensity of radiation relative to the maximum value at ..7C == rill

is

AN
7T

(1,,2)

•
where S2 =

-·NAS.c

••

It will be noticed that equation (1~3) for f is equal to equation (1.2)
~m

with H replaced by H/2• We shall thererore discuss

where AN and where the symmetry with respect to v .... has been.,
•

~ allowed for~
~.

The radiation intensity is expressed by a maximum intensity at )c = 0

of I and a di stribution function' f (o()C) and I is~ the value

within the radiating cloud. That is if the particles were spheres of

radius ,-:-: , ~.'1'" 2 is the maximum radiation intensity within the' cloud

systemo This is denoted by ~ =21, equation (23)~

Let d. (X -x") ::: u ; HAc =n

so that on replacing the original co-ordinates we have

+' (~ r~L r:t _(u2 2 2 1-
2 +v + w )2

.. eCI' ~ (1.5)== 1!' ~ .>,/ m I .~

u 2 v 2 + w2
d:/ 0 -(;<)(: +
0
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When """ H -7 Do ,polar co-ordinates ff ,9 can be used in the v w planes

and the integral becomes

(1.6):( = Jff: Ie:: .A- _(~2 + ""'22)t

u +,If"
e 'd.)C

The radiation~ falling on the vertical ,tj Z. plane" is the same as

that given by equations' (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) except that the cosine

of the angle at the receiver between the elementary volume and the.)o axis

i.e. (JC -;c')/S appears in' the integrand. However, the maximum radiation

falling' on a vertical unit area is half that falling on a sphere and to

normalise the radiation to' unit value at )C = 0 we need to include a,factor

of 2, i.e.
•

•

when d.. H is infinite the integration in thev w plane' is done in polar

co-ordinates', i.e.

i
(

[ (DOC.)
lm,v

(bl>
= ~)Jv'1Y

o

(1. 7)

I, (c:>\)C )lm,v

2. The integration of the attenuation function.

In the' course of evaluating the rate' of spread due to' suoh radiation

transfer it becomes necessary, see equation (12), to evaluate
••

": .
(1.8), n 'f "l""f.(~x)~~'XJ..

where q depends on'the rate' of spread and the thermal properties of'the fuel

ahead of the fire. Here we shall be concerned only to evaluate the integrs:l. ,

The integration is straightforward if 0< H-7 00 in which case we replaoe

the integration over G «: v < """ and fJ < w <" oa

by an integration ever ,~ 0<;9'<11/2 and 0"1'::"":: cO

2 2 2 i
jl-(u + v + W )2

2 2 2
u + v + W

7T (JI._Z 'z
= '2) Z rJ_

,;-" t:l

(1.9)
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and
(

Cof.'!

···92£1 , 4""'·· ...s..- ,.n. .• ."'(),i'r:
""J ~,
""'," 1'1

I::;

r -2'1
ii .s: at"Z
~ .~".-,":""......_--
J} ~~

J
/IA

(1..10)

which on reversing the order of integration of u and :z. becomes

e~)C)J~']
.-:J

(r.ri)

z

-....
.-

and on changing the order again

/(;.1) .. /
1..,-"'" ~

(' ~ -:Z~1
• .)1:.,

}~
j

t'O

where e is a dummy vari.able~

Hence

(l..12)
"

..

1 d.-' [(~_2(.1.. .-~ "_ - + _ i

- q q2 ) Z
.~~ 0

After some rearrangement we obtain

q~
+ « ,I,

"'Gtz.

(LI3)
....-

3. Limiting forms of the ignition equations for large and small values' of

·m.

We consider equation (25)

the first root of B tends to
t

hand side tends to

at the extreme values of ha , When M-? 0,

J3 ~ and the first term on the right

2
2 + ha

cl R a tP-' C
3H

log

. e{R a 2
The term - ~2

kp
may be written ct R a;:-'" C he: so that if G! R a f: C

H;$Z H
is finite this term tends to zero as ha-·~O and the term in brackets

tends to unity and the remainder of the series tends to zero as ha~O~
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= 1 _ cl Rap Clog (1 + 3H ) ()
3H e 0{ R af C + 0 ha (1.14)

CI
For laminas and cylinders the result is the same when'"'j is replaced by the

appropriate value of VIs. We thus obtain
I

H Qm
- =

1m
(1..15)

When ha ---700 the roots differ by 7T and f3 := n 1Y -where n = 1,2,3,.4- ••..

where g =
-....~

orR V f C

.-

Q

" .
QjS

~ = 2 ha\
rm L.

D..

(1,,16)

-.

Only when n is of order ha do the terms in the' series not remain of order

l/(ha)2. ~t n =#- ha and disregard the first ~~ terms, whose sume is

olearly less than ..l.... and replace the series by 1/7J" of the integral viz:
J"ha:

(1.,17)

,• The lower liIDit tends" to" zero as ha-? C>O and the' integral can readily be

reduced to ..
H eo

=
1m

1 - _j2 + ~ log (1 + j)
j2

(1,,18) ~ .

where H
j =

JolRKf C

A similar procedure derives equation (13) from equation" (12)."
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